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Power vs. Force

DAVID R. HAWKINS

Imagine—what if you had access to a simple yes-or-no answer to any 

question you wished to ask? A demonstrably true answer. Any question . . . 

think about it.—from the Foreword

We think we live by forces we control, but in fact we are governed by 

power from unrevealed sources, power over which we have no control. 

 —from the author’s Preface

The universe holds its breath as we choose, instant by instant, which 

pathway to follow; for the universe, the very essence of life itself, is highly 

conscious. Every act, thought, and choice adds to a permanent mosaic; 

our decisions ripple through the universe of consciousness to affect the 

lives of all.—from Power vs. Force

“[A] beautiful gift of writing . . . [You] spread joy, love, and compassion 

through what you write. The fruit of these three is peace, as you know . . .”

 —Mother Teresa

“. . . particularly timely . . . a significant contribution to understanding and 

dealing with the problems we face today.”—Lee Iacocca

“I especially appreciate [the] research and presentation on the attractor 

patterns of business . . .”—Sam Walton

“Overwhelming! A masterpiece! A lifetime work!”—Sheldon Deal, President, 

International College of Applied Kinesiology

David R. Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D., is Director of the Institute for Spiritual Research, Inc. 

He is a widely known authority within the field of consciousness research. He writes 

and teaches from the unique perspective of an experienced clinician, scientist, and

teacher. He has been honored worldwide with many titles. His background is 

detailed in Who’s Who in the World. Dr. Hawkins has lectured widely at universi-

ties including Harvard and Oxford and also to spiritual groups from Westminster 

Abbey and Notre Dame to Catholic, Protestant, and Buddhist monasteries. His life 

is devoted to the upliftment of mankind. His spiritual evolution is briefly recounted 

in the “About the Author” summary at the conclusion of this book.

Hay House

Winter 14 Drop-In 

On Sale: Jan 30/14

5.38 x 8.38 • 416 pages

9781401945077 • $14.95 • pb

Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
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On Sale: Apr 28/14

5 x7

9781401945107 • $19.95 • cl

Self-Help / Spiritual

ROBERT HOLDEN

A Course in Miracles is a modern psycho-spiritual text that has inspired 

teachers like Marianne Williamson, Louise Hay, Wayne Dyer, Jerry Jam-

polsky, Sondra Ray, and Gabrielle Bernstein. With more than two million 

copies in print, in over thirty languages, individual students and study 

groups study it daily around the world. Every page of A Course in Miracles 

offers pearls of wisdom on love and fear, forgiveness and healing, happi-

ness and inner peace. This beautiful book, with its insightful aphorisms 

and delightful poetry, is perhaps the most widely quoted book on psychol-

ogy and spirituality in modern times. Robert Holden has studied the daily 

lessons offered in A Course in Miracles’ for twenty years. He teaches work-

shops and gives talks on the Course across the world. He is a patron of the 

Miracle Network in the UK. In Holy Shift, Robert has selected 365 of his 

favorite passages from A Course in Miracles to serve as daily meditations 

throughout the year. Students who are already familiar with the Course 

will enjoy this portable edition of miracles, and those new to the Course 

will appreciate the friendly and accessible introduction. Holy Shift will

help everyone to practice the universal tenets of this profound teaching 

and to experience a year of miracles.

 

Robert Holden Ph.D.’s innovative work on psychology and spirituality has been 

featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, a PBS special on ‘Shift Happens!’ and 

in two major BBC-TV documentaries, ‘The Happiness Formula’ and ‘How to Be 

Happy,’ shown in 16 countries to more than 30 million television viewers. His clients 

include The Body Shop, Dove, and Virgin. He is an official contributor for 

Oprah.com. He is the author of the bestselling books Happiness NOW, Shift Hap-

pens! and Loveability. He also hosts a weekly radio show called Shift Happens on 

Hay House Radio. Website: www.robertholden.org

Holy Shift!
365 Daily Meditations from A Course in Miracles
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Angels of Abundance
How to Manifest Support for Your Life and Life Purpose

Hay House

On Sale: May 1/14

5.50 x 6

9781401943851 • $12.95 • pb

Body, Mind & Spirit / New Thought

DOREEN VIRTUE AND GRANT VIRTUE 

In their travels around the globe, Doreen Virtue and her son Grant (the 

authors of Angel Words and Angels of Love) meet thousands of talented 

people who dream of being a healer, spiritual teacher, or writer, or of 

opening a healing center or school. They also long to be able to afford 

organic food, vitamin supplements, exercise instruction, trips to spiritual 

power places, and a wonderful home. However, they don’t move forward, 

because they don’t understand how to manifest the financial resources 

that our current world operates upon. Doreen and Grant wrote this book 

as an instructional and inspirational guide to everyone who needs mate-

rial and emotional support for their dream and life purpose. Whether 

you desire more money, time, ideas, or opportunities, the Angels of 

Abundance will hold your hand and help you over the hurdles that have 

previously held you back.

 

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com

Grant Virtue is a fifth-generation metaphysician who has studied candle magic and 

music theory throughout his life. He is the technical coordinator for Angel Univer-

sity, and he plays and records meditation music. Grant currently lives with his wife 

and cat on the Big Island of Hawaii. Website: www.GrantVirtue.com
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Angels of Abundance Tarot Cards 
A 78-Card Deck and Guidebook

DOREEN VIRTUE AND RADLEIGH VALENTINE

Get real answers about attracting abundance.

If money confuses and frustrates you, and if you long to be fully supported

from your dream career, you’ll love the Angels of Abundance Tarot Cards. 

Tarot is an extremely accurate and detailed way to receive guidance, and 

Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine have teamed up to create a 100 per-

cent positive, easy-to-use, safe, and gentle tool to help you rapidly attract 

an abundance of happiness, love, and all forms of success!

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com

Radleigh Valentine is the best-selling co-author (with Doreen) of Angel Tarot Cards 

and Archangel Power Tarot Cards. He presents workshops around the world and 

hosts a weekly radio show. Website: www.radleighvalentine.com

Hay House

On-Sale: May 1/14

1.11 x 1.11

9781401944445 • $19.95 • card deck

Body, Mind & Spirit / New Thought
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The Hidden Power of Your Past Lives 
Revealing Your Encoded Consciousness

SANDRA ANNE TAYLOR

Have you ever wondered why certain life patterns have been so hard to 

turn around? Well, the reasons may be encoded in your eternal history—in 

karmic sources that were set lifetimes ago. Perhaps you keep struggling 

with money problems, feel hopeless about finding true love, or have an 

addiction you can’t seem to beat. These current issues could be traced 

back to previous lives. Even psychological and physical ailments such as 

chronic pain, allergies, weight problems, and self-doubts could originate in

unknown past events. Yet these past-life sources don’t have to remain a 

mystery—or have any power over you anymore! In this enlightening and 

truly liberating book, Sandra Anne Taylor explores the energy of karma 

and reincarnation, revealing how your eternal consciousness can become 

encoded, influencing your destiny today. When you learn how to release 

and rescript your karma, you can pave the way to joy and personal power 

now and in years to come! The enclosed CD includes: a safe and easy past-

life regression designed to reveal your encoded information, a fast and

fun meditation to rewrite the past and change the present, a meditation to 

set future intentions and look into potential future events, and affirmations 

to release your karma and program greater success.

 

Sandra Anne Taylor is the New York Times bestselling author of Quantum Success 

and Truth, Triumph, and Transformation. In her 25 years as a counselor in private 

psychological practice, she has often used regression as a vehicle for the treatment 

of anxiety, depression, and relationship problems; and she speaks internationally 

on the life-changing powers of personal energy and consciousness creation. Her 

present consulting practice includes energy and past-life readings; cognitive 

restructuring; and consciousness shifting for personal empowerment, happiness, 

and success. Her books are available in 25 languages throughout the world. 

Sandra’s popular radio show, Living Your Quantum Success, can be heard Mondays 

on HayHouseRadio.com®. Websites: www.sandrataylor.net and 

www.starbringerassociates.com

Hay House

On Sale: May 1/14

5.75 x 6.50 • 336 pages 

9781401945428 • $17.95 • book and item 

Body, Mind & Spirit / New Thought

Hardcover Edition: 9781401929015
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KAREN NOE

In Your Life After Their Death, psychic medium Karen Noé shows you how 

to move on and enjoy life again after you’ve lost a loved one. As Karen 

says, “Your deceased loved ones are okay and want you to be too!”.

In Part 1 of this book, Karen talks about the various steps you can 

take to heal after losing your loved one. Some of the methods she dis-

cusses are: the Emotional Freedom Technique (also known as tapping), 

Ho’oponopono, the Law of Attraction, energy healing, prayer, and medita-

tion.

In Part 2, she explains how to connect with your deceased loved ones and 

will also discuss how they communicate with you, send you signs, come 

in dreams, and help you in your life. She also shows you how to raise your 

vibration so that you will be in a better position to receive messages, find 

a good medium that will help you make that connection for you, and write 

various types of letters to maintain your connection with them. She ends 

this section with a chapter on how to connect with your deceasedanimals 

and pets, because they were-and still are-an important part of your family.

In Part 3, she talks about the different ways to keep the memory of your 

deceased loved ones alive and discusses how to move on with the rest of 

your life by setting goals for your future.

Then she sums everything up, reminding you once again of the different 

steps you can take to heal ‘your’ life after ‘their’ death.

Karen Noé is a renowned New Jersey-based psychic medium, spiritual counselor, 

and healer with a two-year waiting list. She is the author of The Rainbow Follows 

the Storm: How to Obtain Inner Peace by Connecting with Angels and Deceased 

Loved Ones and Through the Eyes of Another: A Medium’s Guide to Creating 

Heaven on Earth by Encountering Your Life Review Now. She is the founder of the 

Angel Quest Center in Ramsey, N.J., where she teaches classes, gives readings, and 

practices alternative healing. You can listen to Karen on The Angel Quest Radio 

Show by tuning in to www.wrcr.com on the first Saturday of every month at 1:05

p.m. EST. Please visit her website at www.karennoe.com.

Your Life After Their Death

Hay House

On Sale: May 5/14

6 x 9

9781401943226 • $16.95 • pb

Body, Mind & Spirit / New Thought
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Life’s Operating Manual
With the Fear and Truth Dialogues

TOM SHADYAC

Just about everything today comes with an operating manual—from your 

computer to your car, from your cell phone to your iPad. Is it possible that 

Life comes with an operating manual as well? That’s the simple but power-

ful premise of Tom Shadyac’s inspiring and provocative first book. Written 

as a series of essays and dialogues, we are invited into a conversation that 

is both challenging and empowering. The question now is, can we discern 

what is written inside this operating manual and garner the courage to live 

in accordance with its precepts?

Tom Shadyac is the film director behind such blockbuster hits as Ace Ventura: Pet 

Detective; The Nutty Professor ; Liar, Liar ; Patch Adams; and Bruce Almighty. A 

recent brush with death compelled Tom to make his latest film, I AM, a documen-

tary that asks some of today’s most profound thinkers two questions, “What’s 

wrong with the world?” and “What can we do about it?”.

Hay House

On Sale: May 5/14

5.38 x 8.38 • 272 pages

9781401945237 • $14.95 • pb

Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Hardcover Edition: 9781401943097
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The Deliciously Conscious Cookbook 
Over 100 Vegetarian Recipes with Gluten-free, Vegan 
and Dairy-free Options

BELINDA CONNOLLY

The Deliciously Conscious Cookbook is bursting with exciting recipes 

that offer clever combinations and options for those wishing to eliminate 

common ingredients from their diet—without in any way compromising 

on flavour! With delicious creations that can be made gluten- or dairy-

free, low in sugar or fat, or with all vegan ingredients, they provide a treat 

for the senses that absolutely anyone can enjoy—no matter what their 

dietary requirements. Fresh from the market stall of artisan baker and 

ex-royal jetset chef Belinda Connolly (yes, she did cook for both Princess 

Diana and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall!), the recipes range from mouth-

wateringly tasty savoury treats such as Spelt Pasties filled with Butternut 

Squash Thai Curry and Sprouted Chickpea Falafels and Tahini Lemon 

Dressing to delectable desserts such as the definitely decadent Double 

Chocolate Truffle Torte. Belinda is famous for combining unexpected 

ingredients to create a taste sensation—her range of cakes that use vege-

tables as a base have to be tasted to be believed—offering robust flavours 

and satisfying treats that don’t come with any of the associated guilt! Give 

this book to anyone you know who loves great-tasting food—set no limits.

Belinda Connolly has been cooking since she was nine. Born in the north of 

England, she is a self-taught cook, apart from a brief spell in a Michelin starred 

restaurant aged 21. Her work has taken her from the illustrious homes of royalty—

cooking for Princess Diana’s family, music royalty—cooking for famous artists such 

as Peter Gabriel, and all around the world as a jet set superchef aboard the yachts 

of the rich and infamous.

Other ventures have included TV work and running her own catering business. 

More recently, together with her partner Brian Jones, she is the inspirational source 

behind Fursdon Fine Foods at the famous Totnes market in Devon. 

Belinda now gives cooking demonstrations to the public and teaches groups of 

people how to cook healthy food including gluten-free, low sugar and dairy-free 

dishes. She also runs courses on intuitive self care and therapeutic cooking for 

people suffering from food related issues. She passionately believes that The Deli-

ciously Conscious Cookbook can change people’s lives for the better, giving them 

greater freedom to cook and enjoy eating what they like without fearful conse-

quences.

A dedication to perfect work, authentic flavours coupled with a desire to experi-

ment with new ideas has fuelled her career for over twenty years. The time has 

now come to pass on those skills!

Hay House

On Sale: May 5/14

7.50 x 9.75

9781401945800 • $19.95 • pb

Cooking / Specific Ingredients / Natural Foods
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Angels 101
An Introduction to Connecting, Working, and Healing 
with the Angels

DOREEN VIRTUE

“Do you have a book about angels for someone who’s a complete begin-

ner?”

Doreen Virtue frequently hears this question at her workshops, and usu-

ally points them to her book Healing with the Angels. Yet, even that book 

is a bit advanced for newcomers. One morning she clearly saw and heard 

the title Angels 101, and Doreen knew that the angels wanted her to write 

a very basic and elementary book. Angels 101 is a nondenominational 

overview of who the angels are; their role in various spiritual texts and reli-

gions; the ways that angels help us and how to call upon them; information 

on guardian angels, archangels, and departed loved ones; and frequently 

asked questions about the angels. No matter where you are on a spiritual

or religious path, this book is sure to deepen your understanding and love 

of the angels—and it makes the perfect gift for someone new to these 

concepts!

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com

Hay House

On Sale: May 1/14

5 x 7.25 • 144 pages

9781401946036 • $14.95 • pb

Body, Mind & Spirit / New Thought

Hardcover Edition: 9781401907594
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All Is Well
Heal Your Body with Medicine, Affirmations, and Intuition

LOUISE L. HAY AND MONA LISA SCHULZ

“Whenever there is a problem, repeat over and over: All is well. Everything 

is working out for my highest good. Out of this situation only good will 

come. I am safe.”

In this healing tour de force, bestselling authors Louise L. Hay and Dr. 

Mona Lisa Schulz have teamed up for an exciting reexamination of the 

quintessential teachings from Heal Your Body. All Is Well brings together 

Louise’s proven affirmation system with Mona Lisa’s knowledge of both

medical scienceand the body’s intuition to create an easy-to-follow guide 

for health and well-being. And, for the first time ever, they present scien-

tific evidence showing the undeniable link between the mind and body 

that makes these healing methods work. Bringing focus and clarity to the 

effects of emotions on the body, All Is Well separates the body into seven 

distinct groups of organs or emotional centers—that are connected by 

their relationship to certain emotions. Structured around these emotional 

centers, the authors outline common imbalances and probable mental 

causes for physical illness. They also include case studies that show a com-

plete program for healing that draws from all disciplines, including both 

traditional and alternative medicine, affirmations, nutritional changes, and 

so much more. Using the self-assessment quiz, the holistic health advice, 

and an expanded version of Louise’s original affirmation chart, you can 

learn how to heal your mind and bodywith affirmations and intuition and 

live a balanced, healthy life.

Louise L. Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, is a 

metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more than 40 million books sold worldwide. 

For more than 30 years, Louise has helped people throughout the world discover 

and implement the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth 

and self-healing. Louise is the founder and chairman of Hay House, Inc., which dis-

seminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other products that contribute to the healing of 

the planet. Visit www.LouiseHay.com

Mona Lisa Schulz, M.D., Ph.D., is one of those rare people who can cross the 

borders of science, medicine, and mysticism. She is a practicing neuropsychiatrist 

and an associate professor of psychiatry at the University of Vermont College of 

Medicine. She has been a medical intuitive for 25 years. Dr. Mona Lisa has pub-

lished three books, The Intuitive Advisor, The New Feminine Brain, and Awakening 

Intuition. She lives between Yarmouth, Maine, and Franklin, Tennessee, with her 

four cats and assorted wildlife. Website: www.DrMonaLisa.com

 

Hay House

On Sale: May 6/14

6 x 9 • 264 pages

9781401935023 • $15.95 • pb
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The Tapping Solution for Weight Loss 
& Body Confidence
A Woman’s Guide to Stressing Less, Weighing Less, and 
Loving More

JESSICA ORTNER

Many women live their lives believing that they can’t ask for what they 

want until they change something they’re unhappy with. No promotion 

until they get new skills. No relationship until they establish their career. 

No fulfillment until they find love. One of the most common conditions 

women place on themselves is weight loss—no love until they lose weight, 

no sex until they lose weight, no happiness until they lose weight. But 

Jessica Ortner, coproducer of the highly successful documentary on 

meridian tapping, The Tapping Solution, offers women a better choice. 

Why not lose the weight and create the life you’ve always dreamt of? 

As a culture obsessed with weight loss, we all know the latest fads that 

claim to help us drop pounds instantly. What often isn’t discussed is the 

science behind the issue and how learning to deal with stress can promote 

and accelerate weight loss. Not only does stress create an overabundance 

of cortisol that is directly related to abdominal obesity, it also impacts 

behavior, supporting bad habits, including using food to deal with difficult 

emotions and painful situations. In this groundbreaking book, Jessica uses 

tapping to help tackle the stress that leads to weight gain—including the 

personal stresses of low self-esteem and a lack of confidence.

Using her own struggles with weight loss, along with success stories of 

some of the thousands of women she’s worked with, Jessica walks readers 

through the process of discovering their personal power and self-worth. 

Her program is based on extensive research into the benefits and success 

of tapping and the hormones involved in stress and weight gain. In this 

book she guides readers through a proven process of overcoming their 

dependency on food. She covers everything from the emotional aspects 

of overeating and cravings, to how to find joy in exercise, the power of 

pleasure, and how our families and friends may inadvertently add to the 

problem. With hope, heart, humor, and science, Jessica weaves a path to a 

happy, healthy life full of confidence and joy.

Jessica Ortner is a co-producer of the breakthrough documentary film on EFT/

Meridian Tapping, The Tapping Solution (www.TheTappingSolution.com). She had 

lead over 3,000 women through her revolutionary Weight Loss and Body Confi-

dence online program, and is also the host of the annual online event, The Tapping 

World Summit, which has attracted over 500,000 attendees from around the 

world. She also studied digital journalism with the New York Film Academy, in 

conjunction with NBC News, and has been interviewing experts in the personal 

development field since 2007, having conducted over more than 200 broadcast 

interviews to date.

Hay House

On Sale: May 6/14

7 x 9

9781401945114 • $24.95 • cl

Health & Fitness / Weight Loss
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The Tapping Solution for Weight Loss 
& Body Confidence
A Woman’s Guide to Stressing Less, Weighing Less, and 
Loving More

JESSICA ORTNER

Many women live their lives believing that they can’t ask for what they 

want until they change something they’re unhappy with. No promotion 

until they get new skills. No relationship until they establish their career. 

No fulfillment until they find love. One of the most common conditions 

women place on themselves is weight loss—no love until they lose weight, 

no sex until they lose weight, no happiness until they lose weight. But 

Jessica Ortner, coproducer of the highly successful documentary on 

meridian tapping, The Tapping Solution, offers women a better choice. 

Why not lose the weight and create the life you’ve always dreamt of? 

As a culture obsessed with weight loss, we all know the latest fads that 

claim to help us drop pounds instantly. What often isn’t discussed is the 

science behind the issue and how learning to deal with stress can promote 

and accelerate weight loss. Not only does stress create an overabundance 

of cortisol that is directly related to abdominal obesity, it also impacts 

behavior, supporting bad habits, including using food to deal with difficult 

emotions and painful situations. In this groundbreaking book, Jessica uses 

tapping to help tackle the stress that leads to weight gain—including the 

personal stresses of low self-esteem and a lack of confidence.

Using her own struggles with weight loss, along with success stories of 

some of the thousands of women she’s worked with, Jessica walks readers 

through the process of discovering their personal power and self-worth. 

Her program is based on extensive research into the benefits and success 

of tapping and the hormones involved in stress and weight gain. In this 

book she guides readers through a proven process of overcoming their 

dependency on food. She covers everything from the emotional aspects 

of overeating and cravings, to how to find joy in exercise, the power of 

pleasure, and how our families and friends may inadvertently add to the 

problem. With hope, heart, humor, and science, Jessica weaves a path to a 

happy, healthy life full of confidence and joy.

Jessica Ortner is a co-producer of the breakthrough documentary film on EFT/

Meridian Tapping, The Tapping Solution (www.TheTappingSolution.com). She had 

lead over 3,000 women through her revolutionary Weight Loss and Body Confi-

dence online program, and is also the host of the annual online event, The Tapping 

World Summit, which has attracted over 500,000 attendees from around the 

world. She also studied digital journalism with the New York Film Academy, in 

conjunction with NBC News, and has been interviewing experts in the personal 

development field since 2007, having conducted over more than 200 broadcast 

interviews to date.
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Love and the Power of Attention

SARAH MCLEAN

Does your personal power mirror the quality of your attention? “Yes!” says 

best-selling author and modern-day meditation teacher Sarah McLean. 

Through her 25-year dedication to contemplative practices, she knows 

that the profound stillness cultivated in meditation can open a doorway for 

anyone to become aware of—and then intimate with—who they really are. 

Sarah’s new book, Love and the Power of Attention, offers basic train-

ing in accessing your true essence, what she calls your “pure awareness.” 

Thoughtful questions and meditation exercises guide you on a journey into

your inner realm, where more love and fulfillment await you. You’ll open 

the communion with your pure awareness and discover that its qualities 

are love, wisdom, and power. You’ll also learn that the currency of your 

awareness is your conscious, nonjudgmental, clearly focused attention. 

Through thoughtful exploration and practices, you’ll enhance your abili-

tyto focus, become more conscious of what you observe, and explore how 

you pay attention. Ultimately, you will reclaim your power and become the 

master of your attention, with a deep understanding that the purest form 

of its essence is love.

Sarah McLean is a best-selling author and dynamic speaker who inspires thou-

sands to find their personal power, radiance, and inner peace. She has explored the 

world’s spiritual and mystic traditions, and is the go-to teacher for contemporary 

meditation. Her internationally acclaimed book, Soul-Centered: Transform Your Life 

in 8 Weeks with Meditation, has touched seekers worldwide. Though she’s lived in a 

Zen Buddhist monastery, meditated in ashrams and temples throughout India and 

the Far East, journeyed through Afghan refugee camps, biked the Silk Route from 

Pakistan to China, trekked the Golden Triangle in Southeast Asia, and taught Eng-

lish to Tibetan Buddhist nuns in Dharamsala, Sarah maintains that the most exciting 

journey of all is the one of inner exploration.

Sarah helps others on their personal journeys through her books, speaking engage-

ments, and programs. She is the founder and director of the McLean Meditation 

Institute in Sedona, Arizona, where she offers training in the Simple, Easy, Every 

Day Meditation Method and hosts workshops such as the Soul Radiance Retreat 

and the Creative Soul writing retreat. She also developed a renowned Teacher 

Certification Program, so that everyone can have access to meditation. She has 

been featured in the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Huffington Post, Prevention 

magazine, Organic Spa Magazine, Unity Magazine, Daily Word magazine, and on 

Fox News Health. She can often be found hiking in the red rocks of Sedona with her 

husband and rescued dogs. For more information on her work, please visit: 

www.McLeanMeditation.com.
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Genius Intuition
Consciously Creating the Next Best Step in Your Life

PEGGY ROMETO

Everyone has those hunches, those twinges, those instincts that tell 

them what to do when a decision needs to be made. These feelings are a 

glimpse of a deeper kind of knowing that comes from a powerful connec-

tion with the universe. This profound knowledge, which intuitive Peggy 

Rometo refers to as Genius Intuition, brings to light the highest level of 

truth, so you can make informed decisions in any situation. In her new 

book, Rometo opens readers’ eyes to their innate ability to access their 

own genius and lays out seven simple keys to do so. She explains how to 

identify your strongest intuitive sense and then shares her guidelines for 

clear communication with the universe. After explaining the basic how-to’s 

of Genius Intuition, Rometo delves into what she calls the 7 Essential Ener-

gies of intuition. These essential energies are the building blocks of the 

universe, and by working with them, readers can learn to push aside their 

ego and increase and sustain their connection to the divine. By strength-

ening this connection, readers will begin to manifest their best lives. Not 

only will they be able to ask specific questions and get specific answers on 

every subject, from education, to relationships, to health, to finances and 

career, they’ll also be able to get answers to questions they didn’t even

know to ask. With Genius Intuition readers can minimize life’s unavoidable 

challenges and create and capitalize on opportunities.

Peggy Rometo is a gifted intuitive healer, psychic medium, and Reiki master who 

counsels people around the world through her workshops, recordings, and per-

sonal sessions. She advises her clients, who range from Fortune 500 executives 

to world-renowned actors to every-day individuals, on a wide array of concerns. 

Peggy teaches master classes and seminars about tapping into your intuition and 

has presented at Omega Institute, Donna Karan’s Urban Zen Center, Lily Dale and 

more. She was also a repeat guest on Fox TV’s Strategy Room. For more than a 

decade, Peggy has been a member of a nonprofit panel of psychics who assist law

enforcement in finding missing people worldwide with the Find Me organization 

(www.FindMe2.com). For more information, visit www.peggyrometo.com.
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Daily Love
Lessons Learned on a Journey from Crisis to Grace

MASTIN KIPP

When Mastin Kipp found himself at rock bottom—addicted to drugs and 

parties, living in his ex-girlfriend’s parents’ tiny pool house, jobless, and 

with nowhere to go-he looked to the divine for help. What he found 

took him in an entirely new direction. He moved from a life filled with 

the excesses of Hollywood as a manager in the music industry, to one 

teaching about the power of self-acceptance and service. To spread the 

love beyond his personal circle, Mastin started his Twitter account, @

TheDailyLove, which now has more than half a million followers, and his 

popular website, TheDailyLove.com, which features contributors from 

many walks of life—from Russell Simmons to Wayne Dyer. 

Now, Mastin has written a book based on his spiritual experiences to 

encourage other young seekers to discover their own paths. In Daily 

Love, Mastin shares some of his personal stories of darkness and light, 

embracing them all as part of his journey to becoming who he really is. He 

also speaks of various spiritual leaders who have influenced his life, such 

as Joseph Campbell, Caroline Myss, Tony Robbins, George Lucas, Oprah, 

his parents and Jenna (his girlfriend).Through detailed accounts of various 

spiritual principles

introduced by these teachers, Mastin shares how his inspirations and 

mentors have helped to guide him to success and selfdiscovery. With the 

signature voice of TheDailyLove.com and Mastin’s youthful and engaging 

spirit, readers gain a new perspective on what it means to be spiritual for 

the next generation.

Mastin Kipp is the founder of TheDailyLove.com-a website, daily e-mail, and twitter 

account that serves soulful inspiration to a new generation. Started as a feed of 

quotes sent to Mastin’s friends, The Daily Love shot to fame after a tweet from Kim

Kardashian. And a love monster was born. Hosting Mastin on her weekly show 

Super Soul Sunday, Oprah dubbed him an “up and coming thought leader of the 

next generation of spiritual thinkers.” Both an honor and a mouthful. Mastin’s 

mission is to reconnect people with what makes them happy. Happy people make 

better choices, and better choices make for a better planet. Mastin completed the 

200 hour Yogaworks teacher training in 2013 and is a certified yoga teacher.
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Daily Love
Lessons Learned on a Journey from Crisis to Grace

MASTIN KIPP

When Mastin Kipp found himself at rock bottom—addicted to drugs and 

parties, living in his ex-girlfriend’s parents’ tiny pool house, jobless, and 

with nowhere to go-he looked to the divine for help. What he found 

took him in an entirely new direction. He moved from a life filled with 

the excesses of Hollywood as a manager in the music industry, to one 

teaching about the power of self-acceptance and service. To spread the 

love beyond his personal circle, Mastin started his Twitter account, @

TheDailyLove, which now has more than half a million followers, and his 

popular website, TheDailyLove.com, which features contributors from 

many walks of life—from Russell Simmons to Wayne Dyer. 

Now, Mastin has written a book based on his spiritual experiences to 

encourage other young seekers to discover their own paths. In Daily 

Love, Mastin shares some of his personal stories of darkness and light, 

embracing them all as part of his journey to becoming who he really is. He 

also speaks of various spiritual leaders who have influenced his life, such 

as Joseph Campbell, Caroline Myss, Tony Robbins, George Lucas, Oprah, 

his parents and Jenna (his girlfriend).Through detailed accounts of various 

spiritual principles

introduced by these teachers, Mastin shares how his inspirations and 

mentors have helped to guide him to success and selfdiscovery. With the 

signature voice of TheDailyLove.com and Mastin’s youthful and engaging 

spirit, readers gain a new perspective on what it means to be spiritual for 

the next generation.

Mastin Kipp is the founder of TheDailyLove.com-a website, daily e-mail, and twitter 

account that serves soulful inspiration to a new generation. Started as a feed of 

quotes sent to Mastin’s friends, The Daily Love shot to fame after a tweet from Kim

Kardashian. And a love monster was born. Hosting Mastin on her weekly show 

Super Soul Sunday, Oprah dubbed him an “up and coming thought leader of the 

next generation of spiritual thinkers.” Both an honor and a mouthful. Mastin’s 

mission is to reconnect people with what makes them happy. Happy people make 

better choices, and better choices make for a better planet. Mastin completed the 

200 hour Yogaworks teacher training in 2013 and is a certified yoga teacher.
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Nothing Changes Until You Do
A Guide to Self-Compassion and Getting Out of Your 
Own Way

MIKE ROBBINS

Best-selling author Mike Robbins had a life that many little boys dream 

of. Drafted by the New York Yankees directly out of high school, Mike 

decided instead to postpone his professional baseball career until he 

finished college. After a successful stint at Stanford, he began life in 

the minor leagues as a pitcher with the Kansas City Royals organization, 

where he played for three years until an injury benched him for good. This 

devastating disappointment changed his life in wonderful ways that he 

could have never imagined. He now teaches and speaks around the world 

about teamwork, emotional intelligence, and the value of appreciation and 

authenticity. 

In Nothing Changes Until You Do, Mike’s third book, he looks at one of 

the most important and challenging aspects of life—our relationship with 

ourselves. Even the most successful person struggles with this delicate 

relationship, which has created an epidemic of self-criticism, self-doubt, 

and thinking that our value is directly connected to the external world—

our jobs, our finances, our appearance, our accomplishments, and so on. 

Through 40 short essays, Mike shows readers that none of this is true, 

and brings to light a new way to look at life. With themes spanning from 

the importance of trusting yourself to the benefits of vulnerability to the 

strength inherent in embracing powerlessness and change, Mike will help 

readers get out of their own way, so they can live a good life. He shows 

that with alittle self-compassion and a healthy dose of self-acceptance, 

anyone can turn away from the negatives that manifest because of a 

critical self-perceptionthings like unkindness, addictions, sabotaged rela-

tionships, unnecessary drama, and more. Making peace with ourselves is

fundamental to happiness. The suggestions, insights, and reminders of this 

book will allow readers to have more compassion, more acceptance, and 

more love for themselves—thus giving them access to more compassion, 

more acceptance, and more love for the people (and everything else) in 

their lives.

Mike Robbins is the author of Focus on the Good Stuff and Be Yourself, Every-

one Else Is Already Taken, which have been translated into twelve languages. He 

delivers keynote addresses and customized seminars that empower people, teams, 

and organizations to work together effectively and be more successful. His clients 

include some of the top organizations in the world, such as Google, Wells Fargo, 

Adobe, Charles Schwab, eBay, the San Francisco Giants, and Twitter. Mike is a 

member of the National Speakers Association and one of less than 10 percent of 

the professional speakers in the world to have earned the prestigious Certified 

Speaking Professional (CSP) designation. Mike lives in Novato, California, with his 

wife and their two daughters. Learn more about Mike at www.Mike-Robbins.com
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Nothing Changes Until You Do
A Guide to Self-Compassion and Getting Out of Your 
Own Way

MIKE ROBBINS

Best-selling author Mike Robbins had a life that many little boys dream 

of. Drafted by the New York Yankees directly out of high school, Mike 

decided instead to postpone his professional baseball career until he 

finished college. After a successful stint at Stanford, he began life in 

the minor leagues as a pitcher with the Kansas City Royals organization, 

where he played for three years until an injury benched him for good. This 

devastating disappointment changed his life in wonderful ways that he 

could have never imagined. He now teaches and speaks around the world 

about teamwork, emotional intelligence, and the value of appreciation and 

authenticity. 

In Nothing Changes Until You Do, Mike’s third book, he looks at one of 

the most important and challenging aspects of life—our relationship with 

ourselves. Even the most successful person struggles with this delicate 

relationship, which has created an epidemic of self-criticism, self-doubt, 

and thinking that our value is directly connected to the external world—

our jobs, our finances, our appearance, our accomplishments, and so on. 

Through 40 short essays, Mike shows readers that none of this is true, 

and brings to light a new way to look at life. With themes spanning from 

the importance of trusting yourself to the benefits of vulnerability to the 

strength inherent in embracing powerlessness and change, Mike will help 

readers get out of their own way, so they can live a good life. He shows 

that with alittle self-compassion and a healthy dose of self-acceptance, 

anyone can turn away from the negatives that manifest because of a 

critical self-perceptionthings like unkindness, addictions, sabotaged rela-

tionships, unnecessary drama, and more. Making peace with ourselves is

fundamental to happiness. The suggestions, insights, and reminders of this 

book will allow readers to have more compassion, more acceptance, and 

more love for themselves—thus giving them access to more compassion, 

more acceptance, and more love for the people (and everything else) in 

their lives.

Mike Robbins is the author of Focus on the Good Stuff and Be Yourself, Every-

one Else Is Already Taken, which have been translated into twelve languages. He 

delivers keynote addresses and customized seminars that empower people, teams, 

and organizations to work together effectively and be more successful. His clients 

include some of the top organizations in the world, such as Google, Wells Fargo, 

Adobe, Charles Schwab, eBay, the San Francisco Giants, and Twitter. Mike is a 

member of the National Speakers Association and one of less than 10 percent of 

the professional speakers in the world to have earned the prestigious Certified 

Speaking Professional (CSP) designation. Mike lives in Novato, California, with his 

wife and their two daughters. Learn more about Mike at www.Mike-Robbins.com
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Solomon Speaks on Reconnecting 

Your Life

ERIC PEARL AND FREDERICK PONZLOV

Why are prominent doctors, quantum physicists, and researchers all over 

the world interested in the seemingly chance encounter that Dr. Eric Pearl 

had with one of his patients? What was it about that encounter that would 

not only radically accelerate the trajectory of his life, but ultimately affect 

the lives of millions . . . and will most likely profoundly affect your life as 

well? What is this phenomenon?

In his international bestseller, The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself, 

Dr. Pearl taught readers how to access and tap into a comprehensive spec-

trum of energy, light, and information previously inaccessible to anyone, 

anywhere. In doing so, he allowed us to entirely transcend complex heal-

ing “techniques” and bring about dramatic, often instantaneous, lifelong 

healings and life transformations! Since then, the world has clamored for 

Eric’s second book. His response? ‘When I have something else to say.’

Today Dr. Pearl, in collaboration with Frederick Ponzlov, indeed has 

something else to say. You might have to reconsider everything you’ve 

read up until now about healing, consciousness, and our four-dimensional 

existence here on Earth. As guided by the spirit of Solomon, a multidi-

mensional intelligence that speaks through Frederick Ponzlov, experience 

firsthand the insights imparted during the evolution of this unique trans-

modality known today as Reconnective Healing. Now you can discover 

these insights and apply them to your life—insights that have revolution-

ized the healing world and given us the key to access the immense power 

that we each have within our lives. ‘Solomon speaks. . .’.

Dr. Eric Pearl walked away from one of the most successful chiropractic practices 

in Los Angeles when he and others started witnessing miraculous healings. Today 

he has become the preeminent authority and acknowledged visionary on a new 

level of healing and life evolution on this planet, and has committed himself to 

sharing the light and information of the Reconnective Healing process through 

extensive lectures and seminars about “The Reconnection.” Dr. Pearl has appeared 

on countless television programs in the U.S. and around the world. He has also 

spoken by invitation at the United Nations and presented to a full house at Madi-

son Square Garden, and his seminars have been featured in various publications, 

including the New York Times. Website: www.TheReconnection.com

Frederick Ponzlov, is a produced screenwriter, acting teacher, and award-winning 

actor. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, he studied acting at 

the Neighborhood Playhouse in New York and then journeyed west to Los Angeles. 

There he pursued a screenwriting career, and his first outing, Undertaking Betty, 

won a BAFTA. Frederick has taught acting for the last 30 years and continues to 

do so in Long Beach. The entity of Solomon has been with him most of his life, and 

after years of silence, this book marks his public debut.
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EFT for Sports Performance

JESSICA HOWARD AND DAWSON CHURCH 

Turbocharge your sports performance with EFT! EFT has been used by 

thousands of athletes to improve their performance, from Olympic stars to 

Little League baseball players. Scientific studies have demonstrated that 

athletes can achieve enormous performance gains after just a few min-

utes of EFT. In this authoritative book, three-time US national champion 

rhythmic gymnast Jessica Howard shows how to eliminate the limiting 

beliefs that hold you back, control the anxiety that distracts your atten-

tion from high performance, and build a strong new self-image of yourself 

as an athlete of the highest caliber. It is packed with stories of real-life 

people who’ve used EFT to improve their games, and dozens of tips 

for adjusting your performance to bring out your highest potential. It is 

based on Clinical EFT, the only version of EFT to be validated in dozens 

of scientific studies. If you’ve been looking for a small investment of time 

that can pay huge dividends in your performance, Clinical EFT is it. Try it, 

and you’ll be amazed at how quickly it can transform your performance. 

Jessica Howard is a three time US National Champion in the sport of rhythmic gym-

nastics. Since retiring from gymnastics, she has performed on Broadway, advised 

the Gelsey Kirkland Academy of Classical Ballet, and worked with USA Gymnastics 

to help prepare their national teams for Olympic competition. She serves on the 

USA Gymnastics Board of Directors. 

Dawson Church, PhD, is an award-winning author whose best-selling book, The 

Genie in Your Genes, has been hailed as a breakthrough in the field of epigenetics. 

He has conducted many clinical trials, with a focus on the remarkable self-healing 

mechanisms now emerging at the intersection of emotion and gene expression. 

He applies these breakthroughs to health and athletic performance through EFT 

Universe.com, which is one of the largest alternative medicine sites on the web. 

He was educated at Baylor University and Holos University, where he earned his 

doctorate under the tuition of Harvard-trained neurosurgeon Norm Shealy, MD, 

PhD, with whom he co-authored Soul Medicine: Awakening Your Inner Blueprint 

for Abundant Health and Energy. He is editor emeritus of the peer-reviewed journal 

Energy Psychology: Theory, Research & Treatment, and founded the nonprofit 

National Institute for Integrative Healthcare (niih.org) to conduct research and 

humanitarian work in energy psychology. He works with businesses and sports 

teams to achieve peak performance.  
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Loveability

ROBERT HOLDEN

“Love is your destiny. 

It is the purpose of your life. 

It is the key to your happiness and 

to the evolution of the world.”

Loveability is a meditation on love. It addresses the most important thing 

you will ever learn. All the happiness, health, and abundance you experi-

ence in life comes from your ability to love and be loved. This ability is 

innate, not acquired. 

Robert Holden is the creator of a unique program on love called Love-

ability, which he teaches worldwide. He has helped thousands of people to 

transform their experience of love. “Love is the real work of your life,” says 

Robert. “As you release the blocks to love you flourish even more in your 

relationships, work, and life.” 

In Loveability, Robert weaves a beautiful mix of timeless principles and 

helpful practices about the nature of true love. With great intimacy and 

warmth, he shares stories, conversations, meditations, and poetry that 

have inspired him in his personal inquiry on love. Key themes include:

	 •	Your	destiny	is	not	just	to	find	love;	it	is	to	be	the	most	loving

                 person you can be. 

	 •	Selflove	is	how	you	are	meant	to	feel	about	yourself.	It	is	the	key	

                 to loving others. 

	 •	When	you	think	something	is	missing	in	a	relationship,	it	is	

                 probably you.

	 •	Forgiveness	helps	you	to	see	that	love	has	never	hurt	you;	it	is	

                 only your misperceptions of love that hurt. 

	 •	The	greatest	influence	you	can	have	in	any	situation	is	to	be	the	

                 presence of love. ‘

Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. His work on psy-

chology and spirituality has been featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and 

a PBS special called “Shift Happens.” He was also featured in two major BBC-TV 

documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate clients 

include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty. He is author of Happiness NOW!, 

Shift Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be 

Happy. Robert hosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He 

also contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.com/drrobertholden. 

For information, visit www.robertholden.org
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Cherub Angel Cards for Children
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

DOREEN VIRTUE

With their pure and open hearts and minds, children can effortlessly con-

nect with their guardian angels. Each of the 44 cards in this unique deck 

is easy to read and is a tiny size that fits in young hands. The accompany-

ing full-size guidebook, designed especially for little ones, provides a safe, 

nondenominational, and positive way for you and your children to discuss 

how God’s angels protect and guide us all. You can do card readings 

together and grow even closer on your spiritual path. Doreen Virtue has 

made sure that the messages and delightful images are all age-appropri-

ate and relevant to children’s concerns and daily life.

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com 
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Manifest Moment to Moment
8 Principles to Create the Life You Truly Desire

TEJPAL AND CARROL MCLAUGHLIN

Imagine that you hold in your hands the power to change your reality—

that you are capable of creating your highest vision and desire. In fact, 

you are. Manifest Moment to Moment is your guide to setting your intent, 

discovering your soul mission, and realizing your most heartfelt longings. 

Hands-on and thought provoking, this book invites you to go within and 

discover your unique, infinite possibilities. This information is imperative 

for anyone wishing to change the parameters of his or her life. 

Healer and inspirational teacher Tejpal and renowned professor and harp-

ist Dr. Carrol McLaughlin have created eight principles, as well as practical

exercises and tools, to enable us all to begin successfully manifesting 

moment to moment. The eight principles include:

 #1: Your desires and beliefs form the basis for every manifestation.  

 #2: Intention overcomes every obstacle.

 #3: You are not your story. #4: It’s all about energy.

 #5: You have a specific life purpose. #6: Intuition is the magic 

                     wand. 

 #7: Clear, heal, and reinvent constantly.

 #8: Infinite possibilities are within you.

Tejpal was the director of an international business consultant team in Paris, 

France, specializing in leadership development. She holds master’s degrees in 

both business management and psychology from France. Following her passion to 

inspire and uplift, Tejpal attended the Corporate Coach University and the Barbara

Brennan School of Healing, and became a certified Kundalini yoga teacher. She 

is now a highly respected life coach, healer, intuitive, and inspirational teacher at 

the famed Miraval Resort in Tucson, Arizona. Tejpal leads workshops around the 

world on intuition, healing, soul mission and vibrant living, helping men and women 

design the life they truly desire. Website: www.tejpal-inspires.com

Dr. Carrol McLaughlin is an award-winning professor, heading one of the largest 

and most respected harp departments in the world. She is a renowned concert 

harpist who performs internationally as a soloist and with orchestras. Carrol has 

given workshops and lectures in more than 30 countries, teaching performers to

overcome fear and achieve at their highest potential. An expert in Neuro Linguistic 

Programming, a Kundalini yoga teacher, an author, and a composer, Carrol is also 

a gifted healer. She has recently conducted a study at the University of Arizona 

Medical Center, researching the power of harp music to heal patients in the inten-

sive care unit following heart surgery
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From Birth to Bliss
The Power of Conscientious Living

C. NORMAN SHEALY

Almost a century of research has shown that the most conscientious 

individuals enjoy longer and healthier lives. The crucial feature of consci-

entiousness is being organized and responsible, which are the traits that 

contribute most to society in general. Unfortunately, some individuals 

fail to achieve their greatest potential because they did not establish the 

nurturing, bonding system that is most essential for health, happiness, and 

success. In this book, you will find the tools to optimize your self-esteem, 

health, and longevity. In the 1960s, the use of transcutaneous electrical 

nerve stimulation (TENS) took acupuncture to a new level, revolutionizing 

pain management. Now the most important acupuncture advancement in 

4,000 years is the activation of the hormone oxytocin without needles or 

electrical stimulation. By using essential oils on acupuncture points, you 

will create the “bliss” that enables you to fulfill your potential for conscien-

tious living. Based on research of the past two decades, it is now possible 

for you to activate five specific acupuncture circuits. Using this method, 

you will:

	 •	Restore	dehydroepiandrosterone	(DHEA),	the	most	important	

                 health-enhancing hormone

	 •	Boost	your	calcitonin,	the	essential	thyroid	hormone	for	

    maintaining bone strength and reducing pain

	 •	Reduce	free	radicals,	the	scavengers	that	essentially	wear	out	

                 or “rust” your body

	 •	Balance	your	aldosterone,	the	adrenal	hormone	responsible	for	

                 water and potassium health 

C. Norman Shealy, M.D., Ph.D., is a neurosurgeon trained at Massachusetts General 

Hospital. He founded the first comprehensive Pain Rehabilitation Clinic in 1971; was 

the founding president of the American Holistic Medical Association in 1978; and 

was the founding president of Holos University Graduate Seminary, where he is 

now Professor Emeritus of energy medicine. He has 12 patents in the field of energy 

medicine, and has published 29 books and over 300 articles. He is president of 

Holos Institutes of Health, Inc., a 501(c)(3) organization focusing on research and 

education in holistic health. His work with Caroline Myss established the scientific 

foundation for medical intuition. Dr. Shealy’s other innovations include dorsal 

column stimulation; transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation; biogenics self-

regulation; and the RejuvaMatrix® for rejuvenating telomeres, the tips of DNA 

responsible for health and longevity. He also developed five acupuncture circuits 

which, when activated by applying human DNA frequencies, can selectively raise 

DHEA, aldosterone, neurotensin, oxytocin, and calcitonin, and lower free radicals. 

Most recently, he has developed five blends of essential oils to activate these cir-

cuits, including Dr. sHEALy’s Air Bliss, which helps raise oxytocin when applied to 

the Ring of Air and is particularly important for overcoming depression and anxiety 

to bring true bliss into your life.His free weekly e-newsletter is available at www.

normshealy.com. He also has had a call-in show on KWTO 560 AM for 24 years. It 

can be heard live on the internet at 2:07 P.M. central time each Thursday at 

www.newstalk560.com.
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Light Bulb Moments

75 Lessons for Everyday Living

TALAYAH STOVALL

“Have you ever had one of those experiences when the light bulb just 

went off? You thought to yourself, ‘Now, I get it! That was thelesson I was 

supposed to learn in all of this!’” Light Bulb Moments is a collection of 75 

lessons learned through everyday life. In each chapter, author, life purpose 

coach, and speaker Talayah Stovall shares personal stories and anecdotes 

to help guide us through life’s ups and downs. Discovering your purpose 

and passion; developing persistence, hope, patience, faith, and forgive-

ness; setting clear and actionable goals for the future; and understanding

the value of friendship and love are among the many treasures found in 

this wise little book. Key messages include: 

	 •	Your	passion	can	become	your	livelihood	

	 •	Successful	people	often	fail	their	way	to	success	

	 •	Whatever	you	don’t	control,	controls	you	

	 •	Distinguish	between	your	goals	and	your	wishes	or	dreams	

Lighthearted, warm, and compassionate, Light Bulb Moments will inspire 

you to pursue your greatness and create a vision for your life as you want

it to be. 

“Everyone wants more love, light, joy, and energy in their lives. Occasion-

ally, all we need is to drink deeply of someone else’s story to reignite ours. 

Here is just such a book.” —Mark Victor Hansen, author of the Chicken 

Soup for the Soul series

Talayah G. Stovall is an author, speaker, trainer and certified life purpose coach. 

Through her keynotes, workshops, coaching, newsletter, and radio show, Talayah 

empowers people to use their passion to live their purpose and achieve their 

personal and professional goals. She has an undergraduate degree in Business 

Administration and a Master of Business Administration in Marketing. She is the 

President of TGrace and Managing Director of Vision Catalyst Consulting. She is 

also an adjunct instructor of public speaking at Columbia College. Her previous 

works include Crossing the Threshold, 150 Important Questions You Should Ask

Before You Say “I Do,” P.U.M.P. It Up!, and 7 Secrets to Ignite Your Dreams. 

Her signature coaching and workshop programs include 5 Weeks to Personal 

Breakthrough and Pen Your Purpose. Talayah has been featured twice in Ebony 

magazine. She lives in Chicago. Website: www.talayahstovall.com
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Don’t Die with Your Music Still in You 
A Daughter’s Response to Her Father’s Wisdom

SERENA J. DYER AND WAYNE W. DYER

In 2001, Dr. Wayne Dyer wrote a book called 10 Secrets for Success 

and Inner Peace, based on the most important principles he wanted his 

children to live by. Serena Dyer, one of those children, has contemplated 

these ideas throughout her life. “Don’t die with your music still in you” 

has been the most important principle for Serena: to her, it means that 

you don’t allow yourself to live any life other than the one you were born 

to live. In this book, Serena sets out to explain what it was like to grow 

up with spiritual parents. She touches upon all ten of her dad’s original 

secrets, imparting her own experiences with them and detailing how 

they have affected the way she approaches various situations in life. She 

shares stories, struggles, and triumphs—and Wayne, in turn, contributes 

his own perspective. This unique father-daughter collaboration will warm 

the hearts of all parents . . . and inspire anyone who is looking to find the 

“music” inside themselves.

Serena Dyer is the sixth of Wayne and Marcelene Dyer’s eight children. Serena 

attended the University of Miami, where she received bachelor’s and master’s 

degrees, and now lives in South Florida with her fiancé. She spends her time travel-

ing, reading, blogging, and working to combat child trafficking through several

local organizations.

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer is an internationally renowned author and speaker in the field 

of self-development. He’s the author of more than 40 books, has created numer-

ous audio programs and videos, and has appeared on thousands of television and 

radio shows. Wayne holds a doctorate in educational counseling from Wayne State 

University and was an associate professor at St. John’s University in New York.

Website: www.DrWayneDyer.com
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The Way of the Hammock
Designing Calm for a Busy Life

MARGA ODAHOWSKI

‘The Way of the Hammock’ provides a busy person with practical ways to 

cultivate calm and enhance creativity. Marga Odahowski shares simple 

techniques and powerful stories that emphasize the value of relaxation, 

mindfulness, and positivity in strengthening decision making and achiev-

ing greater peace and well-being. 

Marga also draws on a designer’s method of visualization and reiteration 

to help you maintain beauty and ease throughout the change process. 

Designers know that a playful attitude and joyful mind-set are essential to 

insight and innovation . . . and why should they have all the fun! This book 

will become your own well-worn tool for transformation from “crazy

busy” to calm and creative. You’ll learn to:

	 •	Implement	simple,	straightforward	techniques	for	overcoming

                 challenges in your life and making each day feel relaxed, 

                 positive, and fulfilled.

	 •	Make	confident	decisions	with	one	easy	practice.

	 •	Use	a	design	tool	customized	to	enhance	your	creativity	and

                 provide relief from tension, stress, and anxiety.

Marga Odahowski is an inspirational speaker, teacher, mentor, and corporate 

consultant. An entrepreneur in education and business leadership, she is skilled 

in integrating information from various fields, bringing mind-body research to life 

in the classroom. As a consultant she developed the Mindful Executive program 

for the MBA for Executives at the Darden School of Business, and has also taught 

mindfulness-based courses at the University of Virginia for more than 20 years. 

Marga lives in Charlottesville, Virginia, and teaches around the world. Website: 

www.marga.com
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The Power of No 
Because One Little Word Can Bring Health, Abundance,      
and Happiness

JAMES ALTUCHER AND CLAUDIA AZULA ALTUCHER

Saying no has very specifically brought us love, happiness and wealth. 

Without the “No” we would have none of these. Each author will describe 

the specific stories of how No was used to generate this success.

At a very mundane level, the power of no is the power of protection—we 

don’t put our hand over the burning stove because we know we will get 

burnt, we do not lend money “again” to a “friend” if he did not return it. 

We say No to the things that cause death, failed relationships, failed busi-

nesses, and failed hopes.

YES is rare and precious. NO is the Power to find it.

But there is a higher level of the power of No, the level at which it is so 

powerful that it leads us straight to our maximum potential, to our destiny 

by divine design, to heaven on earth. Using No to find the Silence inside 

leads us to a very powerful inner Yes.

James Altucher is a successful entrepreneur, chess master, spiritual teacher, and 

writer. He has started and run more than 20 companies, some of which failed, sev-

eral of which he sold for large exits. But more important, James has been inspiring 

people both in person through hundreds of events, through his books, and through 

weekly Q&A Twitter sessions by speaking on topics including stress, fear, anxiety, 

money, and relationships. His writing has appeared in most major national media 

outlets, including the Wall Street Journal, ABC, Elephant Journal, Tech Crunch, and 

Thought Catalog. His blog, The Altucher Confidential, has attracted more than 15 

million readers since its launch in 2010. He is the author of eleven books, including 

the motivational bestseller Choose Yourself and I Was Blind but Now I See. Join 

him at www.jamesaltucher.com.

Claudia Azula Altucher is an author and a teacher of yoga, meditation, and philos-

ophy. She authored 21 Things to Know Before Starting an Ashtanga Yoga Practice, 

and she often gives talks or retreats on yoga and meditation. She also writes for 

many media outlets, including Thought Catalog, Elephant Journal, Feel Gooder, and 

My Yoga Life. Claudia has worked hand in hand with her husband, James, for years, 

co-writing blog posts and editing each other’s works. They have held spiritual 

retreats together and practice the Power of No on a daily basis. You can contact 

her through her website at ClaudiaYoga.com or on Twitter at @ClaudiaYoga.
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The Power of No 
Because One Little Word Can Bring Health, Abundance,      
and Happiness

JAMES ALTUCHER AND CLAUDIA AZULA ALTUCHER

Saying no has very specifically brought us love, happiness and wealth. 

Without the “No” we would have none of these. Each author will describe 

the specific stories of how No was used to generate this success.

At a very mundane level, the power of no is the power of protection—we 

don’t put our hand over the burning stove because we know we will get 

burnt, we do not lend money “again” to a “friend” if he did not return it. 

We say No to the things that cause death, failed relationships, failed busi-

nesses, and failed hopes.

YES is rare and precious. NO is the Power to find it.

But there is a higher level of the power of No, the level at which it is so 

powerful that it leads us straight to our maximum potential, to our destiny 

by divine design, to heaven on earth. Using No to find the Silence inside 

leads us to a very powerful inner Yes.

James Altucher is a successful entrepreneur, chess master, spiritual teacher, and 

writer. He has started and run more than 20 companies, some of which failed, sev-

eral of which he sold for large exits. But more important, James has been inspiring 

people both in person through hundreds of events, through his books, and through 

weekly Q&A Twitter sessions by speaking on topics including stress, fear, anxiety, 

money, and relationships. His writing has appeared in most major national media 

outlets, including the Wall Street Journal, ABC, Elephant Journal, Tech Crunch, and 

Thought Catalog. His blog, The Altucher Confidential, has attracted more than 15 

million readers since its launch in 2010. He is the author of eleven books, including 

the motivational bestseller Choose Yourself and I Was Blind but Now I See. Join 

him at www.jamesaltucher.com.

Claudia Azula Altucher is an author and a teacher of yoga, meditation, and philos-

ophy. She authored 21 Things to Know Before Starting an Ashtanga Yoga Practice, 

and she often gives talks or retreats on yoga and meditation. She also writes for 

many media outlets, including Thought Catalog, Elephant Journal, Feel Gooder, and 

My Yoga Life. Claudia has worked hand in hand with her husband, James, for years, 

co-writing blog posts and editing each other’s works. They have held spiritual 

retreats together and practice the Power of No on a daily basis. You can contact 

her through her website at ClaudiaYoga.com or on Twitter at @ClaudiaYoga.
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Getting Into the Vortex Cards
A 60-Card Deck

ESTHER HICKS AND JERRY (THE TEACHINGS OF ABRAHAM) HICKS

Dear Friends, 

It is always satisfying for me to be able to tap into the Vibration of Abra-

ham and to translate their empowering message into our current time and 

space. I really believe that this deck of cards not only contains everything 

necessary to attract and maintain wonderful relationships, but it also 

explains everything that we would ever need to understand about living 

our lives here in these bodies at this time. Every time I reflect upon the 

depth of understanding that is reflected in these cards, I am restored to 

my true nature. This deck of cards is my most precious possession. 

With love, Esther

#1 New York Times best-selling authors Esther and Jerry Hicks have been produc-

ing the Leading Edge Abraham-Hicks teachings since 1986. In November 2011, 

Jerry made his transition into Non-Physical, and now Esther continues to conduct 

the Abraham seminars with the help of her physical friends and co-workers and, 

of course, with the Non-Physical help of Abraham and Jerry. Their internationally 

acclaimed website is: www.abraham-hicks.com.
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Beatrice

MICHAEL GOORJIAN

Provocative and compulsively readable, Michael Goorjian’s debut novel 

Beatrice weaves strands of mystery, romance, philosophy, and magical 

realism into a wondrous tale of selfdiscovery and hope.

“Something in me knows of a life I was meant to live but for whatever 

reason, I have not.”

Words that ring painfully true for Adam Sheppard, a San Francisco vid-

eogame programmer who has spent the majority of his 30-something 

years sitting in dark cavernous spaces handing over his life to a computer 

screen. On the verge of a psychotic break, Adam follows a homeless man’s 

enigmatic advice to make a run for it, before it’s too late. Leaving behind 

a loveless marriage and his best friend/business partner who takes credit 

for his ideas, Adam ends up returning to the land of his childhood, the 

hauntingly rustic town of Mendocino, California.

One night out on the cliffs overlooking the Pacific Ocean, lost in thoughts 

of suicide, Adam has a chance encounter with a mysterious woman, only 

later to realize that she is Beatrice, his long lost—but not forgotten—child-

hood friend whose fiery spirit and red hair has haunted his memories. Over 

time Adam discovers that his reunion with Beatrice is not simply a coinci-

dence.

As Adam awakens to a hope that his life could be more than a bleak waste-

land, he soon finds himself a crucial pawn in a game that pits dark forces 

that have enslaved humankind against those few quixotic souls who still 

search for meaning, beauty, and magic in the world.

Michael Goorjian is an Emmy Award-winning actor, filmmaker, and writer. His 

acting credits include Party of Five, Leaving Las Vegas, Chaplin, SLC Punk, and 

Hard Rain. As a director, Michael achieved widespread recognition for his first 

major independent film, Illusion. Since then, he has directed the Louise L. Hay

documentary, You Can Heal Your Life, Wayne Dyer’s film, The Shift, and the Tales of 

Everyday Magic original film anthology. Website: http://www.michaelagoorjian.com
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Love Never Dies
How to Reconnect and Make Peace with the Deceased

JAMIE TURNDORF

Famed relationship therapist, author, and media personality Dr. Jamie 

Turndorf shares the amazing true story of her spiritual reconnection with 

her beloved deceased husband, internationally renowned former Jesuit 

priest Emile Jean Pin. Discovering for herself that relationships don’t end 

in death, Dr. Turndorf has created a groundbreaking new grief therapy 

method that combines her acclaimed conflict-resolution techniques with 

after-death communication. The result: an unprecedented method that 

enables the bereaved to reconnect, heal unfinished business, and make

peace with the deceased.

Known to millions as “Dr. Love” through her website AskDrLove.com—the web’s 

first relationship advice site, active since 1996—Dr. Jamie Turndorf has been 

delighting readers and audiences for three decades with her engaging blend of 

professional expertise and humor, and her remarkable ability to turn clinical psy-

chobabble into easy-to-understand concepts that transform lives and heal

relationships. Her methods have been featured on all the major networks,including 

CNN, NBC, CBS, VH1, and Fox; on top websites like WebMD, Discovery.com, and 

iVillage; and in national magazines, such as Cosmopolitan, Men’s Health, and Glam-

our, to name only a few. Dr. Turndorf also writes a column called “We Can

Work It Out” for Psychology Today online. Her Ask Dr. Love radio show can be 

heard in Seattle on KKNW and on TalkZone, which broadcasts in 80 countries 

worldwide.
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The Miracles of Archangel Gabriel

DOREEN VIRTUE

Archangel Gabriel is the famous messenger angel from the Christmas 

story of Luke. In this compelling book, Doreen Virtue offers more infor-

mation on the history and characteristics of Gabriel, to increase your 

knowledge of and connection with this remarkable angel. Gabriel is still 

with us, helping people be messenger angels—including teachers, writ-

ers, musicians, and artists—and helping parents conceive, adopt, and raise 

their children. You’ll read true stories of people who were miraculously

aided by Gabriel, and learn how you, too, can receive assistance with your 

messenger work and parenting.

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com
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The Big Book of Angel Tarot
The Essential Guide to Symbols, Spreads, and Accurate 
Readings

DOREEN VIRTUE AND RADLEIGH VALENTINE

In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling authors Doreen Virtue and 

Radleigh Valentine follow up their groundbreaking Angel Tarot Cards 

with the definitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By removing the fear, 

worry, and secrecy, Doreen and Radleigh have reintroduced the world to 

this language of the Divine without diminishing any of the amazing accu-

racy and detailed information that tarot is known for. In this book, Doreen 

and Radleigh take you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in 

the Major Arcana, describing in detail all the magical symbolism found

throughout tarot. You will understand the importance of each suit of the 

Minor Arcana and its relevance to your daily life, as well as develop a firm 

grasp of the court cards by getting to know each one as though they are 

real people. Doreen and Radleigh will give you a full understanding of how 

various card spreads can provide you with incredible insight into your life 

and concerns-while also teaching you how to create your own!

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology; and 

is a lifelong clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. She’s the author of 

The Angel Therapy Handbook and Healing with the Angels, among other works. 

Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other 

programs; presents workshops around the world; and also has a weekly call-in talk 

show on HayHouseRadio.com®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com

Radleigh Valentine is the best-selling co-author (with Doreen) of Angel Tarot Cards 

and Archangel Power Tarot Cards. He presents workshops around the world and 

hosts a weekly radio show. Website: www.radleighvalentine.com
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SANDRA ANNE TAYLOR

Do the patterns of your life seem to have a momentum of their own? 

This is your opportunity to break through! Your old, reactive patterns of 

unknown negative energy don’t have to direct your destiny any longer. In 

this groundbreaking new book, Sandra Anne Taylor reveals the life-chang-

ing Quantum Breakthrough Code, the amazingly easy yet empowering 

technique that can completely reroute the direction of your life. Things will 

never be the same when you learn:

	 •	The	extraordinary	influence	of	your	Personal	Power	Codes

	 •	How	to	tap	the	Breakthrough	Forces	that	create	your	reality

	 •	How	to	Decode	harmful	energies	and	Code	healthy	and

                 successful patterns

	 •	The	Single	Breakthrough	Code	that	you	can	use	any	time,	any

                 place

	 •	The	Surefire	Rapid	Visualization	and	Affirmation	Technique

Get ready for a quantum breakthrough! These fascinating, unbelievably 

quick and easy techniques will bring you a life of unparalleled joy and suc-

cess.

Sandra Anne Taylor is the New York Times bestselling author of Quantum Success 

and Truth, Triumph, and Transformation. In her 25 years as a counselor in private 

psychological practice, she has often used regression as a vehicle for the treatment 

of anxiety, depression, and relationship problems; and she speaks internationally 

on the life-changing powers of personal energy and consciousness creation. Her 

present consulting practice includes energy and past-life readings; cognitive 

restructuring; and consciousness shifting for personal empowerment, happiness, 

and success. Her books are available in 25 languages throughout the world. 

Sandra’s popular radio show, Living Your Quantum Success, can be heard Mondays 

on HayHouseRadio.com®. Websites: www.sandrataylor.net and 

www.starbringerassociates.com
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Beyond Past Lives                                 
What Parallel Realities Can Teach Us about Relationships, 
Healing, and Transformation

MIRA KELLEY

People are able to transform powerfully when they experience the stories 

and the profound lessons of their past lives. In this book, Mira Kelley 

shares the life-changing lessons she has learned from her clients to help 

you find support and understanding, and to empower you in your growth. 

The stories contained in these pages will help you understand how to heal 

your body, mind, and spirit as you learn about the nature of time, karma, 

destiny, and free will-as well as how each choice creates a new reality. 

Mira teaches you how to connect with your Higher Self in any moment to 

receive guidance. You’ll come to understand how everything around you

reflects you, why is it important to forgive, why you have the right to love 

yourself, and how the Universe always supports you lovingly and uncon-

ditionally. As you read Beyond Past Lives, you’ll see how regression has 

helped others shift to a reality of health and well-being, and you will be 

guided to achieve the same for yourself.

Mira Kelley grew up in Bulgaria, where at the age of 13 she had a powerful regres-

sion experience. With great courage and trust in her heart, Mira followed her 

intuition and came to the United States to go to college. Following her graduation 

from law school, Mira practiced as a corporate and securities attorney in a large 

law firm in New York City. A painful physical condition led Mira to rediscover the 

instantaneous emotional and physical healing available through regression, and 

now she assists people in transforming their own lives in this way. Stories from 

Mira’s sessions are included in Wishes Fulfilled by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer and

Miracles Happen by Brian L. Weiss, M.D.; they have also been featured on 

Oprah.com.
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BRUCE H. LIPTON, PH.D.

The Honeymoon Effect: A state of bliss, passion, energy, and health result-

ing from a huge love. Your life is so beautiful that you can’t wait to get up 

to start a new day and thank the Universe that you are alive. Think back on 

the most spectacular love affair of your life—the Big One that toppled you 

head over heels. For most, it was a time of heartfelt bliss, robust health, 

and abundant energy. Life was so beautiful that you couldn’t wait to 

bound out of bed in the morning to experience more Heaven on Earth. It 

was the Honeymoon Effect that was to last forever. Unfortunately for most,

the Honeymoon Effect is frequently short lived. Imagine what your plane-

tary experience would be like if you could maintain the Honeymoon Effect 

throughout your whole life. 

Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D., best-selling author of The Biology of Belief, 

describes how the Honeymoon Effect was not a chance event or a coin-

cidence, but a personal creation. This book reveals how we manifest 

the Honeymoon Effect and the reasons why we lose it. This knowledge 

empowers readers to create the honeymoon experience again, this time in 

a way that ensures a happily-ever-after relationship that even a Hollywood 

producer would love. With authority, eloquence, and an easy-to-read 

style, Lipton covers the influence of quantum physics (good vibrations), 

biochemistry (love potions), and psychology (the conscious and subcon-

scious minds) in creating and sustaining juicy loving relationships. He also 

asserts that if we use the 50 trillion cells that live harmoniously in every 

healthy human body as a model, we can create not just honeymoon rela-

tionships for couples but also a “super organism” called humanity that can

heal our planet.

Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D., cell biologist and lecturer, is an internationally recognized 

leader in bridging science and spirit. Bruce was on the faculty of the University 

of Wisconsin’s School of Medicine and later performed groundbreaking stem-cell 

research at Stanford University. He is the bestselling author of The Biology of

Belief and the more recent Spontaneous Evolution, co-authored with Steve Bhaer-

man. Bruce received the 2009 prestigious Goi Peace Award (Japan) in honor of his 

scientific contribution to world harmony. Website: www.brucelipton.com
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Gotcha!                                                  
The Subordination of Free Will

DOREEN VIRTUE AND RADLEIGH VALENTINE

For more than a century, a silent battle has been raging for the territory 

of your mind. The weapons are so covert that the masses have remained 

unaware of their use. So effective are these tactics that even when the vic-

tims are told what is happening, and make some show of being outraged, 

they nevertheless allow it to continue. Like a virulent virus, the effects are 

spreading, exerting a stronger control over a greater number of people on 

a daily basisand we can only wish this was all just fiction! In Gotcha!, Eldon

Taylor explores the 24/7 bombardment of information designed to win the 

hearts and minds of the public. He demonstrates how new sound bites are 

championed into personal awareness, becoming memes of the culture. All 

of this results in framing and reframing classical positions, thereby caus-

ing adjustments to personal values and history itself. Your very decision 

process is being managed and manipulated, and the quest for discover-

ing your real self becomes exponentially more difficult, if not impossible, 

as a result. Gotcha! exposes the arrival of the Orwellian age in full-blown 

technicolor. In laying bare the current uses of the many sophisticated tech-

niques, Eldon reveals what it is we need to do in order to avoid allowing 

others to puppet our thoughts—‘what was your last original thought?’

Eldon Taylor is an award-winning New York Times best-selling author of more 

than 300 books and audio and video programs and is the host of the popular 

radio show Provocative Enlightenment. His most recent works include I Believe, 

Mind Programming, What Does That Mean?, What If?, Self-Hypnosis and Subliminal 

Technology, and Choices and Illusions. Eldon is also the inventor of the patented 

InnerTalk technology and the founder and president of Progressive Awareness 

Research, Inc. He has been featured as an expert in films, print, television, and 

radio. He has also been called a “master of the mind” and has appeared as an 

expert witness on both hypnosis and subliminal communication. His books and 

audio-video materials have been translated into more than a dozen languages and 

have sold millions worldwide. Website: www.eldontaylor.com
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SUSAN LANDER

We followed the ups and downs of their lives in the media. We know about 

their mistakes, their struggles, and their joys. But have you ever wondered 

how celebrities and public figures would reflect on their lives since they 

passed? In an unprecedented reading experience, Conversations with 

History sheds some light. Channeled by a psychic medium and written in 

interview format, this book takes readers on a unique journey with 22 spir-

its who were famous (or infamous) during their time on earth. Renowned

personalities from 600 B.C. to 2011 A.D.—from Charlemagne, Ben Franklin, 

and Gandhi to the Notorious B.I.G., Kurt Vonnegut, and Steve Jobs—have 

returned to share their most important messages with us. Their passing 

led them to understand their life lessons and the ramifications of their 

choices. And now, with the clear-eyed vision gained only from the Other 

Side, they’re taking center stage one last time to offer us insights into their 

lives that they didn’t possess while they were here. These famous spirits 

open up to share the lessons they’ve learned since their passing in order to

help us live our lives better-lessons in abundance and prosperity, love 

and relationships, creativity and art, personal responsibility for the world 

around us, and the legacy we will leave for future generations. In every 

interview, there are simple but powerful lessons that readers can use to 

improve their lives every day.

Susan Lander is a lawyer, writer, and psychic medium who spent 20 years in the 

legal field before transitioning to a career honoring her very special gift: the ability 

to communicate with spirits. A lifelong psychic and a message medium, Susan is 

able to see, hear, and feel spirits, and to transmit their emotional messages from 

the Other Side. Using her unique combination of psychic, analytical, and teaching 

skills, Susan has led hundreds of seminars on the topics of spiritual and psychic 

development, leadership, law, and public speaking. She lives in New York City.
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Peace from Broken Pieces                     
2015 Page-a-Day Calendar

IYANLA VANZANT

With all of the things that we humans think we need and must have in life, 

one of the most shocking and empowering discoveries is the power of 

peace—and that ‘ when all else fails, peace will pull you through,’ whether 

you’re seeking peace in your mind, peace in your heart, or peace in your 

relationships. 

What is ‘peace’ ? Peace is that unassailable state of being in which you 

acknowledge everything the way it is, accept everything the way it is, and

surrender every desire to change, fix, or alter anything or anyone from 

being the way they are. When you are truly peaceful, you cultivate the 

capacity to find a place of loving, positive regard for the situation, circum-

stance, or the person-no matter what.

The teachings in the 2015 Peace From Broken Pieces calendar help us

cultivate the power of peace in our daily lives. Because no matter how 

much money you have, no matter how great your relationships are, there 

are still countless things that can steal your peace when you least expect 

it. Whether it’s wanting your children to be different, wishing your Honda 

was a BMW, or wanting to transform the economic or political landscape 

into a reflection of your beliefs and values, the mind always seeks to 

fulfill its own desires. The key to inner peace rests in learning to shift our 

perception and our perspective on what’s going on—and to remember 

that no matter what we’re looking at, there is a higher rate of good that 

isn’t evident to the physical eye. This page-a-day calendar teaches us how 

to achieve a place of authentic, honest acknowledgment; psychological, 

emotional, and spiritual acceptance; and positive regard and gratitude 

that will lead to a shift in perception-day after day after day. It reveals that 

there is another way of seeing, experiencing, teaching, and learning that

can allow us to still ourselves, discover the lesson, and find the love, until 

‘being peace’ becomes the ultimate destination for every day of our lives. 

The calendar graphics are based on Ghanian Adinkra symbols. Adinkra 

symbols have rich proverbial meaning, and cloths decorated with Adinkra 

symbols are often worn in Ghana during social gatherings and on impor-

tant occasions.

Iyanla Vanzant is the author of 15 titles, including five New York Times bestsellers, 

and the Inner Visions CD series. A Yoruba priestess and an ordained minister in 

Christian New Thought, she is the founder and executive director of Inner Visions 

International and the Inner Visions Institute for Spiritual Development. She is the 

legendary life coach of Iyanla: Fix My Life on the Oprah Winfrey Network, as well 

as the former host of the television series Iyanla and co-host of the NBC daytime 

reality show Starting Over. The proud grandmother of eight currently resides in 

Maryland.
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SANDRA ANNE TAYLOR

Immaculée Ilibagiza believes that praying the rosary spared her from 

being slaughtered during the horrific 1994 Rwanda genocide, in which her 

family and more than a million other innocent men, women, and children 

were brutally murdered. Nearly two decades later, Immaculée continues to 

pray the rosary every day and marvels at how she is constantly renewed 

and richly rewarded by rejoicing in this glorious prayer. It has helped her in 

every aspect of her life, from literally saving her life to strengthening her 

faith, easing sorrows, changing heartache into happiness, healing illnesses 

in herself and others, solving family problems, landing a dream job, find-

ing long-lost friends, and even locating lost keys! She received so many 

blessings from the rosary, in fact, that she decided to study its history 

and origins. She soon discovered that it was not just meant for Catholics, 

but that the Virgin Mary promised a life filled with blessings to everyone 

from any religion who faithfully recited the rosary daily . . . and this was 

such wonderful news that she vowed to share it with as many people as 

shecould. In The Rosary: The Prayer That Saved My Life, Immaculée reveals 

how the rosary’s many blessings can be reaped by each and every one 

of us. In this moving and uplifting book, the New York Times bestselling 

author recounts her personal experience of discovering the power and the 

beauty of the ancient beads-and shows all of us how to enrich our own 

lives by exploring and embracing the mysteries, secrets, and promises of 

the prayer that became her “lifeline to heaven.”

Immaculée Ilibagiza, the author of Left to Tell, Led by Faith, Our Lady of Kibeho, 

and The Boy Who Met Jesus (with Steve Erwin), was born in Rwanda and studied 

electronic and mechanical engineering at the National University. She lost most of 

her family during the 1994 genocide. Four years later, she emigrated to the United 

States and soon began working at the United Nations in New York City. She is now 

a full-time public speaker and writer. In 2007 she established the Left to Tell Chari-

table Fund, which helps support Rwandan orphans, and was awarded the Mahatma 

Gandhi International Award for Reconciliation and Peace.

Steve Erwin is a New York Times best-selling author and award-winning journalist. 

He lives in New York City with his wife, journalist and author Natasha Stoynoff.
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